
‘Sanitizing’ Tainted Shares in a
Spinoff

By Robert Willens

When, in connection with a spinoff, the distributing
corporation (T) — itself engaged in the active conduct of
a trade or business throughout the five-year period
ending on the date of the spinoff — has acquired control
(as defined in section 368(c)) of the distributed corpora-
tion (S) — also so engaged during the five-year period
ending on the date of distribution — the distribution will
meet the active business requirement for tax-free status
only if:

• the transaction in which control was acquired was
one in which no gain or loss was recognized, in
whole or in part;1

• the transaction featured a transferor who was a
member of the same affiliated group as T;2 or

• the business conducted by S is in the same ‘‘line of
business’’ as that conducted by either T or any other
member of T’s affiliated group.3

Stock of S May Constitute Boot
When T has been in control of S for at least five years

(ending on the date of distribution) but, within the
relevant five-year period, has augmented its holdings of
S stock, T can still undertake a spinoff eligible for the
benefits of section 355(a), but it is entirely possible that
the ‘‘augmenting’’ shares distributed in the transaction

will be characterized as other property (boot). If so,
section 356(b) will be activated. That section provides
that when section 355(a) would apply to a distribution,
but the distribution consists not only of property permit-
ted to be received tax-free but also of other property or
money, the amount of the latter and/or the fair market
value of the former will be treated as a ‘‘distribution to
which Sec. 301 applies’’ — that is, as taxable dividend
income (assuming the section 301 distribution of the boot
is ‘‘covered’’ by earnings and profits).4

Specifically, section 355(a)(3)(B) provides that stock of
a controlled corporation acquired by the distributing
corporation ‘‘by reason of any transaction’’ (i) that occurs
within the five-year period ending on the date of distri-
bution and (ii) in which gain or loss was recognized in
whole or in part shall be treated not as stock of the
controlled corporation (the receipt of which, if the trans-
action otherwise qualifies under section 355(a), would be
tax-free) but instead as other property to which section
356(b) applies.

AT&T’s Distribution of Pacific Telesis
When AT&T was forced in 1984 to dismantle itself —

at the insistence of the Justice Department, which had
brought an antitrust action against the communications
behemoth — it created seven regional holding companies
(RHCs) to which it transferred, among other assets, the
stock of its Bell operating companies (BOCs). AT&T then
distributed the stock of the newly created RHCs to its
shareholders in transactions the IRS deemed tax-free
spinoffs. However, regarding one RHC, Pacific Telesis
Group (PTG), the IRS concluded that a portion of the
distributed stock was tainted by section 355(a)(3)(B) and
therefore that portion of the distributed stock was prop-
erly treated as a distribution to which section 301 ap-
plied.

PTG’s only asset was 100 percent of the stock of the
BOC known as Pacific Telephone & Telegraph (PTT). On
May 12, 1982, AT&T owned (and had for more than five
years) some 91.5 percent of PTT’s voting common stock;
78.2 percent of PTT’s voting preferred stock and PTT’s

1See section 355(b)(2)(D)(ii). See also Rev. Ruls. 56-117, 1956-1
C.B. 80, and 69-407, 1969-2 C.B. 50 (control of S by T was
acquired by means of a preliminary recapitalization that did not
alter proportionate (equity) interests; it altered only propor-
tional voting rights and that effected a ‘‘permanent re-
alignment’’ of voting control.

2See reg. section 1.355-3(b)(4)(iii). See also Rev. Rul. 69-461,
1969-2 C.B. 52 and, as regards the proper application of section
355(b)(2)(C), Rev. Rul. 78-442, 1978-2 C.B. 143.

3See reg. section 1.355-3(b)(3)(ii) and LTR 200545001, Doc
2005-22925, 2005 TNT 218-23 (if a corporation, or any member of
its affiliated group, engaged in one business purchases, creates,
or otherwise acquires another business in the ‘‘same line of
business,’’ the acquisition (by the corporation conducting the
business or by another member of its affiliated group) is treated
as an ‘‘expansion’’ of the original business, all of which is
regarded as actively conducted throughout the five-year period
ending on the date of distribution.

4In the case of a split-off, the receipt of other property causes
the recipient shareholder’s realized gain to be recognized, but in
an amount not in excess of that boot. See section 356(a)(1). If the
exchange has the effect of the distribution of a dividend within
the meaning of section 356(a)(2), the recognized gain will, to the
extent it does not exceed the shareholder’s ratable share of T’s
undistributed earnings and profits, be treated as such a divi-
dend. In making the determination of whether the exchange has
the proscribed effect, we turn to the principles of section 302.
The shareholder’s proportionate interest in T is compared to the
interest the shareholder would have retained had he surren-
dered, back to T, only an amount of T stock equal in value to the
boot received.

Robert Willens is a managing director with Lehman
Brothers Inc., New York.
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nonvoting preferred stock was held by institutional in-
vestors unrelated to AT&T. To secure control of PTT,
AT&T undertook several preliminary steps.

First, it caused PTT to amend its articles of incorpora-
tion for the purpose of permanently granting voting
rights (for the election of directors) to the holders of the
nonvoting preferred stock5 and, as part of the same
overall plan, it engineered a ‘‘reverse subsidiary merger’’
in which, by operation of law, AT&T succeeded to
ownership of all the voting common and voting pre-
ferred stock held by PTT’s minority shareholders and
those shareholders, in turn, surrendered their stock in
exchange for a combination of AT&T voting common
stock and cash. The AT&T voting common stock con-
veyed in the merger constituted about 97 percent of the
aggregate merger consideration.

Next, AT&T contributed the voting common and
voting preferred stock of PTT to PTG — the preferred
stock held by the institutional investors remained out-
standing — and, finally, the stock of PTG was distributed
by AT&T to its shareholders.

Whether the active business requirement was met was
not an issue. PTG was treated as engaged in the active
conduct of a trade or business because, although it was
not directly engaged in the active conduct of a trade or
business, it was treated as so engaged because ‘‘substan-
tially all’’ (at least 90 percent of the gross value) of its
assets was the stock of PTT, a corporation controlled by
PTG, which itself was engaged in the active conduct of a
trade or business.6 PTT’s stock constituted, with respect
to PTG, an ‘‘active business’’ asset because, although
control of PTT was acquired by AT&T during the five-
year period preceding the date of distribution of the stock
of PTG, that control was acquired in a permissible
manner — by reason of the recapitalization in which the
preferred stock held by the institutional investors was
afforded voting rights, combined with acquisitions of
PTT stock by AT&T before commencement of the five-
year period preceding the distribution.

The IRS did, however, assert that a portion of the stock
of PTG — corresponding to the portion of the PTT stock
acquired by AT&T in the preliminary reverse subsidiary
merger — constituted, within the meaning of section

355(a)(3)(B), other property. Clearly, a direct distribution
of the PTT stock by AT&T would have invoked section
355(a)(3)(B) because, in that case, a portion of the stock of
the controlled corporation (PTT) would have been ac-
quired within the five-year predistribution period in a
transaction in which gain or loss had been recognized in
whole or in part. However, AT&T did not distribute the
stock of PTT to its shareholders. Instead, it distributed,
after conveying the stock of PTT to PTG, the latter’s stock
to its shareholders. Did that maneuver render section
355(a)(3)(B) inapplicable? After all, in this case, the con-
trolled corporation — the stock of which is referred to in
section 355(a)(3)(B) — was PTG, and its stock had all
been acquired in a wholly tax-free transaction that took
place momentarily before the spinoff was carried out.

Could a Direct Distribution Have Been Effective?
Was the formation of PTG even necessary? Would it

have been possible for AT&T to effect a direct distribution
of PTT stock in a manner that avoided the penalties of
section 355(a)(3)(B)? The answer, according to the IRS
anyway, is almost certainly no. What if AT&T — after the
reverse subsidiary merger and the granting of voting
rights to the holders of PTT’s nonvoting preferred stock
and before the distribution of PTT’s stock to its share-
holders — had caused PTT to undertake a recapitaliza-
tion in which PTT’s existing stock was exchanged for
newly issued PTT stock and the certificates received in
that recapitalization was the stock actually distributed?
Because the preliminary recapitalization would be a
tax-free reorganization under section 368(a)(1)(E) to
which the nonrecognition provisions of section 354(a)
would apply, that strategy arguably renders section
355(a)(3)(B) inapplicable because the share certificates
actually distributed were, in fact, acquired in a transac-
tion (the recapitalization) in which neither gain nor loss
was recognized in whole or in part.

The IRS, however, would summarily reject that con-
clusion. That is because the term ‘‘stock,’’ as used in
section 355(a)(3)(B), means a ‘‘stock interest’’ and not
merely the ‘‘evidences thereof,’’ like the share certificates.
See Rev. Rul. 65-286, 1965-2 C.B. 92. Thus, because AT&T,
in the direct distribution case, would have acquired a
stock interest in PTT within the five-year predistribution
period in a transaction in which gain or loss was recog-
nized in whole or in part, an appropriate portion of the
stock of PTT, if directly distributed by AT&T, would have
been considered other property. That is true, moreover,
even though the share certificates evidencing the under-
lying stock interest had been acquired in a tax-free
transaction.

Dunn Trust: An IRS Defeat
Therefore, a direct distribution of the PTT stock, even

after a preliminary recapitalization, would likely not
have exempted AT&T’s shareholders from the ravages of
section 355(a)(3)(B). Thus, in lieu of a direct distribution,
AT&T created PTG and, before the spinoff, conveyed its
PTT stock to PTG in exchange for the latter’s stock, which
in turn was distributed by AT&T to its shareholders. The
IRS ruled that this maneuver was also ineffective and
treated a portion of the distributed PTG stock — corre-
sponding to the portion of the PTT stock that had been

5See Rev. Rul. 76-223, 1976-1 C.B. 103. In that ruling, Corp. Y
had 81 shares of voting common stock outstanding and 19
shares of nonvoting preferred stock. Corp. X wished to acquire
Corp. Y’s stock, in a reorganization under section 368(a)(1)(B),
but did not wish to acquire any of Corp. Y’s nonvoting preferred
stock. Corp. Y therefore amended its articles of incorporation to
permanently grant voting rights to the holders of Corp. Y’s
nonvoting preferred stock. Corp. X then acquired Corp. Y’s
voting common stock solely in exchange for shares of its voting
stock. The exchange qualified as a ‘B’ reorganization because
Corp. X was, immediately after the acquisition of Corp. Y’s
voting common stock, in control of Corp. Y. There were no
classes of nonvoting stock outstanding at the time of the
acquisition of the voting common stock because the exchange of
nonvoting preferred stock for voting preferred stock resulted in
a permanent change in the rights of the preferred shareholders
before the acquisition by Corp. X of the Corp. Y voting common
stock.

6See reg. section 1.355-3(b)(1).
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acquired in a taxable transaction by AT&T within the
five-year predistribution period — as other property
under section 355(a)(3)(B).

The Tax Court, in an opinion authored by the redoubt-
able Judge Theodore Tannenwald, ruled in favor of the
taxpayer.7 The court began, as it must, with the language
of the statute and concluded that a literal reading of
section 355(a)(3)(B) unequivocally supported the taxpay-
er’s position. That language, after all, is directed to the
distribution of the stock of a controlled corporation. Here,
only PTG, not PTT, was controlled by AT&T. PTT was not
a controlled corporation because control, for purposes of
section 355(a)(3)(B), is defined by section 368(c). It is
well-accepted that, for purposes of section 368(c), control
is defined in terms of direct ownership of the requisite
amount of stock (at least 80 percent of the total combined
voting power of all classes of stock entitled to vote and at
least 80 percent of the total number of shares of each
class, if any, of nonvoting stock).8 There are no attribution
rules in section 368(c)9 and it is clear that when the tax
laws require a person to ‘‘own’’ stock, they mean own in
the ‘‘ordinary understanding’’ of the term: actual or
outright ownership.10

While the language of section 355(a)(3)(B) was seem-
ingly unambiguous, it was subject to multiple interpre-
tations and that modicum of ambiguity gave the court
license to consult the legislative history. That, however,
was of no help to the IRS and did not alter the court’s
conclusions. The court noted that the operative phrase in
section 355(a)(3)(B) — ‘‘by reason of any transaction’’ —
was added simply to prevent T from avoiding taxation by
acquiring S stock via purchase by a related entity when
that purchase was coupled with an ensuing tax-free
combination. (Take the case, for example, in which T
owned 80 percent of S’s stock for more than five years
and, within the five-year period preceding the distribu-
tion, T’s other subsidiary, S1, purchased the remaining 20
percent of S’s stock and, then, in a tax-free transaction (a
complete liquidation governed by section 332(a)), S1
conveyed the purchased S stock to T.) According to the
court, the focus of section 355(a)(3)(B), as evidenced by its
legislative history, both before and after the addition of
the ‘‘by reason of any transaction’’ language, was entirely
on the acquisition and distribution of stock of the con-
trolled corporation (here PTG) and not on the acquisition
of stock of the ‘‘underlying active subsidiary’’ (here PTT).

The IRS went on to argue, in a variation on a theme,
that the ‘‘overall statutory framework’’ requires section
355(a)(3)(B) to be interpreted as focusing on the actual
operating subsidiary. That statutory framework, accord-
ing to the IRS, is best exemplified by section 355(b)’s

active business requirement. Because it’s the activity of
the underlying subsidiary that qualifies the spinoff of the
stock of a pure holding company for tax-free treatment, it
is nothing less than ‘‘logical and consistent’’ that, for
purposes of section 355(a)(3)(B), attention should also be
directed to the underlying active subsidiary. The court,
however, was unmoved. Despite the logic and consis-
tency associated with focusing on the underlying active
subsidiary, the court concluded that the argument was
specious because it was not supported by either the
words of the statute or by the legislative history.

Finally, just to ensure that it had covered all the bases,
the court analyzed whether the judgment in favor of the
taxpayer that it was prepared to render led to a patently
absurd result: a finding that by itself would be grounds
for ruling in favor of the IRS. The result, however, was
not absurd and arguably comported precisely with con-
gressional intent. Thus, the ‘‘assumptions and purposes’’
of section 355 were not offended because, by spinning off
PTG, AT&T did not do what Congress sought to prevent.
AT&T did not achieve a ‘‘bailout’’ of earnings and profits
because the offending stock (in PTT) was not moved, by
virtue of the separation, any closer to the ultimate owners
of AT&T. That stock instead remained firmly ensconced
in corporate solution, as an asset of PTG, and, accord-
ingly, the transaction did not achieve a prohibited bail-
out. Thus, the IRS, had it chosen to accept the court’s
invitation to argue the case on ‘‘device’’ grounds (that the
distribution was used, principally, as a device for the
distribution of earnings and profits), would have no
doubt encountered similar resistance from the court.

Left unevaluated, because the issue was not properly
before the court, was the soundness of the IRS’s conclu-
sions in Rev. Rul. 65-286. Would it be possible to effect a
direct distribution of P stock, following a preliminary
recapitalization in which the tainted stock was ex-
changed for new stock in a manner that avoided the
strictures of section 355(a)(3)(B)? That depends on
whether the proper focus of section 355(a)(3)(B), regard-
ing its use of the word ‘‘stock,’’ is on the ‘‘stock interest’’
or simply on the stock certificates that evidence that stock
interest. On the theory that the court’s conclusions in
Dunn Trust were premised primarily on an adherence to
the literal wording of section 355(a)(3)(B), it is certainly
arguable that Rev. Rul. 65-286 goes too far. After all, in the
ruling, the ‘‘stock’’ of S that was distributed by T was
literally acquired in a ‘‘permissible’’ manner. It had been
acquired through a tax-free ‘E’ reorganization and, ac-
cordingly, section 354(a) afforded T nonrecognition treat-
ment for its acquisition of the very S stock that it
eventually distributed. Although the IRS seems to have
grudgingly embraced the Dunn Trust decision (see, e.g.,
LTRs 8935037 (June 7, 1989) and 9011013 (Dec. 18, 1989),11

7See The Edna Louise Dunn Trust, Morgan Guaranty Trust Co.,
Trustee v. Commissioner, 86 T.C. 745 (1986).

8See Rev. Rul. 56-613, 1956-2 C.B. 212.
9See Stanley H. Brams v. Commissioner, 734 F.2d 290 (6th Cir.

1984).
10See, in this regard, Rev. Rul. 85-3, 1985-1 C.B. 222, and First

Chicago NBD Corp. v. Commissioner, 135 F.3d 457, Doc 98-4703, 98
TNT 20-12 (7th Cir. 1998). Like section 902(a), the subject of the
ruling and the case, section 368(c) embodies no provision that
makes indirect ownership a part of actual or direct ownership.

11See LTR 9025042 (Mar. 23, 1990), supplementing LTR
9011013. The supplemental ruling makes it clear that there was
a business purpose, other than to simply avoid the penalties of
section 355(a)(3)(B), for ‘‘dropping’’ the stock of the actual
operating subsidiary (some stock in which had been acquired
within the five-year predistribution period) into a holding
company. The formation of the holding company was somehow
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it has not indicated any interest in abandoning the
reasoning it employed in Rev. Rul. 65-286. Nevertheless,
if a court were asked to rule on whether a direct
distribution by T of S stock following a recapitalization in
which stock acquired in a manner prohibited by section
355(a)(3)(B) is ‘‘cleansed,’’ it might well, in reliance on the
reasoning employed by Judge Tannenwald, rule in favor
of the taxpayer. The Dunn Trust court’s focus on the literal
language of section 355(a)(3)(B) certainly provides hope
that a court would find that Rev. Rul. 65-286 goes too far
and that such a direct distribution of stock does not entail
any boot.

Section 355(a)(3)(B) Is Effectively Repealed
The decision in Dunn Trust has the practical effect of

writing section 355(a)(3)(B) out of the code. By the simple
expedient of ‘‘dropping’’ the stock of S — including the
tainted shares — into a holding company, the stock of
which is distributed, the shareholders of T can avoid
reporting any income from the transaction. What is left to
be decided is whether a direct distribution of S stock
following a preliminary recapitalization in which the
tainted shares are purportedly cleansed would be equally
effective. Although the Dunn Trust court based its deci-
sion primarily on the literal language of section
355(a)(3)(B) — an approach that would likely lead to a
taxpayer-friendly result in the direct distribution case —
it also warned against reaching decisions that were
patently absurd when measured against the congres-
sional purpose in enacting the provision under scrutiny.
It is certainly within the realm of possibility that a future
court might find that, in the direct distribution case, a
holding in favor of the taxpayer, while supported by the
words of section 355(a)(3)(B), produces a result that is so
at odds with congressional intent that the victory would
have to be, solely on that basis, awarded to the IRS.

an ‘‘integral part’’ of achieving the corporate business purpose
for which the separation was carried out — in this case saving
state and local taxes. Thus, it may well be that the IRS will
demand that an independent business purpose be established
for the formation of the holding company to which the stock of
the operating subsidiary will be conveyed before it will rule that
section 355(a)(3)(B)’s penalties have been successfully avoided.
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